EDUCATION

INNO DY NAMICS
IS YOUR BEST CHOICE
InnoDynamics Technologies Limited (“InnoDynamics”)(formerly known as “NSF Board Asia
Limited”) was established in 1999 to provide professional audio-visual and smart learning
solutions for universities, schools, and other education institutions. Our clients include: University
of Hong Kong, CUHK, HKUST, and numerous international schools in Hong Kong. Our mission
from the very first day has been to provide the state-of-the-art audio-visual and smart learning
solutions in order to enhance students’ learning experience. We have extensive experience in
different audio-visual applications including: university’s lecture theatre, school halls, control
room, auditorium, multipurpose room, conference room, IT room, interactive classroom etc.

“

Our Services include:

At InnoDynamics, we guarantee
rapid, reliable and robust
technology solutions that work.

”



Requirements Consultancy



System Design and Equipment Procurement



System Installation and Engineering Management



Software Development for Smart Classroom Integration



Users Training



Maintenance & Upgrades

System
Integration &
Smart Control
for Lectures
Theatre
Successful learning depends on the effective implementation of
innovative and creative teaching methods. The larger the venue, the
harder the configuration of AV systems will be. We are capable of
overcoming all possible problems for setting up a grand theatre hall
with diversified multimedia systems deployed. Our proven expertise in
integrating audio/video distribution, AV systems integration,
professional audio system, central control system, and more, can fulfill
any demands from customers with steady performance.
Automation Solution streamlines and incorporates all the technology in
the room, achieving ultimate convenience and comfort at a fingertip.
By integrating in-room control systems, teachers do not need to walk
around the room to adjust drapes, screens, lights scenes, temperature,
and audio/video components. A centralized panel, saving much time
for teachers to operate different equipment in limited lecture times,
can remotely control everything.

Streaming
and
Broadcasting
Solutions for
Events
Sometimes schools organize events by premier guest speakers and
business leaders that have more attendees than can fit in even their
largest lecture halls. To make the most of these lectures and
accommodate a wider audience, the universities want to live stream
these events.
Our company help the Universities installed and implemented the
audio-video; lighting and central control system that are able to
simultaneously run online streaming to off-campus viewers; streaming
to the school’s streaming media server (for on-campus viewers and
overflow rooms); captures an HD video source such as a computer
with slides, and a camera focused on the presenter and a
microphone. The streaming content of the presentations, events,
Lectures can also be recorded to internal storage and network
storage.

Teaching
Wall and
School
Furniture

Teaching board and projection system are the major equipment in schools. The
teaching boards we offered are the top quality amongst the market. It combines
an elegant design with extended choices of colors to give an inspiring
environment in the classroom. We offer thousand of flexboard to International
schools with light rounded edges, round edges, round corners and plastic
protection end caps in signal color on the full length chalk rail and concealed
fitting.
Nowadays, schools also select furniture focusing on flexibility, functionality, design,
safety and color selection. The furniture from Denmark has an organic design
which creates room for creativity, play and learning
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